[MOBI] Obeying The Truth Pauls Ethics In Galatians
Eventually, you will totally discover a additional experience and ability by spending more cash. yet when? attain you bow to that you require to get those every
needs afterward having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more
regarding the globe, experience, some places, taking into consideration history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own grow old to play reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is obeying the truth pauls ethics in galatians below.

Where to Live - Andrew Hollis Wakefield - 2003-01-01
This book examines the function of Paul's citations of scripture in his
argument against the law in Galatians 3: 1-14. Drawing on selected insights
of intertextuality while helping to clarify its assumptions and implications as
a method of biblical study, Wakefield examines the "anonymous intertexts"
and "ungrammaticalities" that arise from the scriptural citations in
Galatians 3: 1-14. The resulting insights lead to the conclusion that Paul
rejects the law--not only for salvation, but also as a means for Christian
living--not because of any inherent defect but because its sphere of
operation is the old age, not the new age initiated by Christ. Wakefield
accordingly proposes a revised reading of Galatians 3: 10: "Because no one
is justified in the law before God, it is clear that 'The righteous will live by
faith.'" Paperback edition is available from the Society of Biblical Literature
(www.sbl-site.org).

Obeying the Truth - John M. G. Barclay - 2005
This volume probes the social context of Paul's letter to Galatians in order to
determine the character and purpose of the moral instruction Paul gives to
its recipients. Here the new perspectives on Paul and the Law are fully
integrated with a detailed exegesis of Galatians, shedding light on the crisis
Paul addressed and on the whole character of Pauline ethics.
Obeying the Truth - John M. G. Barclay - 2005
This volume probes the social context of Paul's letter to Galatians in order to
determine the character and purpose of the moral instruction Paul gives to
its recipients. Here the new perspectives on Paul and the Law are fully
integrated with a detailed exegesis of Galatians, shedding light on the crisis
Paul addressed and on the whole character of Pauline ethics.

Where to Live - Andrew Hollis Wakefield - 2003-01-01
This book examines the function of Paul's citations of scripture in his
argument against the law in Galatians 3: 1-14. Drawing on selected insights
of intertextuality while helping to clarify its assumptions and implications as
a method of biblical study, Wakefield examines the "anonymous intertexts"
and "ungrammaticalities" that arise from the scriptural citations in
Galatians 3: 1-14. The resulting insights lead to the conclusion that Paul
rejects the law--not only for salvation, but also as a means for Christian
living--not because of any inherent defect but because its sphere of
operation is the old age, not the new age initiated by Christ. Wakefield
accordingly proposes a revised reading of Galatians 3: 10: "Because no one
is justified in the law before God, it is clear that 'The righteous will live by
faith.'" Paperback edition is available from the Society of Biblical Literature
(www.sbl-site.org).

Obeying the Truth - John M. G. Barclay - 1988
Obeying the Truth - John M. G. Barclay - 1988
The Curse of the Law and the Crisis in Galatia - Todd A. Wilson - 2007
Todd Wilson examines the rationale for Paul's four references to the Law in
5:13-6.10 in light of a fresh appraisal of the Galatian crisis. He contributes
to the continuing debate over the relevance of this section of the letter for
the rest of Galatians and for the situation in Galatia. In addition, his study
offers a refined understanding of how Galatians functioned in its original
setting: he argues that with the letter Paul confronts his apostatising
converts with the stark choice between blessing and curse. The author's
thesis is that Paul intended his four references to the Law in 5:13-6.10, not
as a way of underscoring the superfluity of the Law for Christian living, but
as an affirmation of the sufficiency of the Spirit to enable the Galatians to
fulfil the Law and thereby avoid the Law's curse. Several notable
conclusions are reached. First, the curse of the Law is important not only
earlier in the letter (3:10-14; 3:23-29; 4:1-7; 4:21-31), but it also continues
to be a central concern for Paul in 5:13-6:10. Secondly, for Paul redemption
from the curse of the Law is not a fait accompli: the cursing voice of the
Law will only be silenced if the Galatians walk by the Spirit and resist the
'desire of the flesh' (5:16-18). Thirdly, in Galatians Paul places less emphasis
upon the superfluity of the Law than is often assumed; rather, he focuses
upon the Law's inability to mediate righteousness (2:15-21; 3:21; 5:5-6), its
contrast with 'faith' (3:11-12), and its power to curse (1:8-9; 3:10, 13). This
observation, in turn, may have far-reaching implications for the question of
Christian supersessionism: the idea that the church has displaced the Jews
as the elect people of God.

Paul and the Gift - John M. G. Barclay - 2015-08-13
Paul and the Gift - John M. G. Barclay - 2015-08-13
The Torah in the Ethics of Paul - Martin Meiser - 2012-07-19
The relationship between Paul and Torah is often discussed in terms of
Paul's theology of salvation. However it is also important in Pauline ethics.
Whilst some scholars dismiss this because of a paucity of Old Testament
quotations in Paul, others hint at the consensus between Paul and early
Jewish tradition concerning the content of single commands. Each of these
positions holds consequences for describing the relationship between Paul
and Judaism in general. In order to clarify the discussion the contributors to
this volume distinguish strictly between various levels of Pauline theology:
the correspondence of single demands within Pauline and early Jewish
ethics concerning the content, the rationale of these single demands in
comparison, and the general hermeneutic basis of ethics. This is done in the
context of essays on the key Pauline passages pertaining to the debate. As
such this volume presents an up-to-date window into the current European
debate surrounding Paul, Torah and Ethics - and into the state of discussion
surrounding Paul's place within Judaism.

The Curse of the Law and the Crisis in Galatia - Todd A. Wilson - 2007
Todd Wilson examines the rationale for Paul's four references to the Law in
5:13-6.10 in light of a fresh appraisal of the Galatian crisis. He contributes
to the continuing debate over the relevance of this section of the letter for
the rest of Galatians and for the situation in Galatia. In addition, his study
offers a refined understanding of how Galatians functioned in its original
setting: he argues that with the letter Paul confronts his apostatising
converts with the stark choice between blessing and curse. The author's
thesis is that Paul intended his four references to the Law in 5:13-6.10, not
as a way of underscoring the superfluity of the Law for Christian living, but
as an affirmation of the sufficiency of the Spirit to enable the Galatians to
fulfil the Law and thereby avoid the Law's curse. Several notable
conclusions are reached. First, the curse of the Law is important not only
earlier in the letter (3:10-14; 3:23-29; 4:1-7; 4:21-31), but it also continues
to be a central concern for Paul in 5:13-6:10. Secondly, for Paul redemption
from the curse of the Law is not a fait accompli: the cursing voice of the
Law will only be silenced if the Galatians walk by the Spirit and resist the
'desire of the flesh' (5:16-18). Thirdly, in Galatians Paul places less emphasis
upon the superfluity of the Law than is often assumed; rather, he focuses
upon the Law's inability to mediate righteousness (2:15-21; 3:21; 5:5-6), its
contrast with 'faith' (3:11-12), and its power to curse (1:8-9; 3:10, 13). This
observation, in turn, may have far-reaching implications for the question of
Christian supersessionism: the idea that the church has displaced the Jews
as the elect people of God.
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The Torah in the Ethics of Paul - Martin Meiser - 2012-07-19
The relationship between Paul and Torah is often discussed in terms of
Paul's theology of salvation. However it is also important in Pauline ethics.
Whilst some scholars dismiss this because of a paucity of Old Testament
quotations in Paul, others hint at the consensus between Paul and early
Jewish tradition concerning the content of single commands. Each of these
positions holds consequences for describing the relationship between Paul
and Judaism in general. In order to clarify the discussion the contributors to
this volume distinguish strictly between various levels of Pauline theology:
the correspondence of single demands within Pauline and early Jewish
ethics concerning the content, the rationale of these single demands in
comparison, and the general hermeneutic basis of ethics. This is done in the
context of essays on the key Pauline passages pertaining to the debate. As
such this volume presents an up-to-date window into the current European
debate surrounding Paul, Torah and Ethics - and into the state of discussion
surrounding Paul's place within Judaism.
A Discourse Analysis of Galatians and the New Perspective on Paul David I. Yoon - 2019-04-09
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focused and fulfilled in the gift of Christ. He both offers a new appraisal of
register and context of situation in order to address whether Paul’s letter to
the Galatians is characterized by a New Perspective on Paul or a more
traditional view.

This study utilizes SFL discourse analysis in relation to the concepts of
Paul's theology of the Christ-event as gift as it comes to expression in
Galatians and Romans and presents a nuanced and detailed consideration of
the history of reception of Paul, including Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and
Barth.

A Discourse Analysis of Galatians and the New Perspective on Paul David I. Yoon - 2019-04-09
This study utilizes SFL discourse analysis in relation to the concepts of
register and context of situation in order to address whether Paul’s letter to
the Galatians is characterized by a New Perspective on Paul or a more
traditional view.

The Morality of Paul's Converts - Edwin D. Freed - 2014-12-05
A careful analysis of Paul's letters shows that in every church there were
two main groups of converts: those who were baptized and those being
instructed for baptism. Such analysis also makes it possible to determine
which parts of each letter were directed towards which group. Baptism was
the rite by which converts were forgiven their past sins and became
members of a renewed community of God, from which any who continued to
sin were expelled. The Morality of Paul's Converts argues that Paul was
always more concerned with how converts behaved than with what they
believed about Christ. Paul remained a Jew even after he accepted Jesus as
the Messiah. Paul eventually developed beliefs about Jesus as the Son of
God in order to win Gentile converts to faithfulness, but this careful analysis
of his writings reveals that his primary concern was always the morality of
converts. His message always remained focused on faithfulness toward God
and moral probity.

The Letters of Paul - Charles B. Cousar - 1996
The Interpreting Biblical Texts series presents a concise edition covering
the seven undisputed epistles of Paul. In this volume, Charles Cousar is
primarily concerned not with the man Paul and his life and work, but with
his surviving letters. Part 1 introduces methods in reading the Pauline
letters. Part 2 attends to the critical themes emerging in the letters--the
decisiveness of Jesus Christ and old versus new life. Part 3 discusses the
other six letters bearing Paul's name that appear in the New Testament.
The Letters of Paul - Charles B. Cousar - 1996
The Interpreting Biblical Texts series presents a concise edition covering
the seven undisputed epistles of Paul. In this volume, Charles Cousar is
primarily concerned not with the man Paul and his life and work, but with
his surviving letters. Part 1 introduces methods in reading the Pauline
letters. Part 2 attends to the critical themes emerging in the letters--the
decisiveness of Jesus Christ and old versus new life. Part 3 discusses the
other six letters bearing Paul's name that appear in the New Testament.

The Morality of Paul's Converts - Edwin D. Freed - 2014-12-05
A careful analysis of Paul's letters shows that in every church there were
two main groups of converts: those who were baptized and those being
instructed for baptism. Such analysis also makes it possible to determine
which parts of each letter were directed towards which group. Baptism was
the rite by which converts were forgiven their past sins and became
members of a renewed community of God, from which any who continued to
sin were expelled. The Morality of Paul's Converts argues that Paul was
always more concerned with how converts behaved than with what they
believed about Christ. Paul remained a Jew even after he accepted Jesus as
the Messiah. Paul eventually developed beliefs about Jesus as the Son of
God in order to win Gentile converts to faithfulness, but this careful analysis
of his writings reveals that his primary concern was always the morality of
converts. His message always remained focused on faithfulness toward God
and moral probity.

A Guide to Theological Reflection - Jim Wilson - 2020-02-04
Feedback and evaluation, both of oneself and by others, are the lifeblood of
a successful ministry experience. In A Guide to Theological Reflection,
experienced practical ministry professors Jim Wilson and Earl Waggoner
introduce the processes and tools of theological reflection for ministry.
Effective evaluation includes critique and potential course correction for the
honest and willing minister, as well as positive affirmation of how one's
desires influence good ministry decisions. A Guide to Theological Reflection
introduces tools by which a minister can interact with his or her own
thoughts, beliefs, and feelings; external feedback, such as that of a ministry
supervisor; and Scripture to inform deep and transformative theological
reflection. Designed as a textbook for practical ministry courses and
theological field education, A Guide to Theological Reflection can also be
used in ministry contexts. It provides guidance for students, ministers-intraining, mentors, and advisors, laying a theoretical foundation for
theological reflection and demonstrating step-by-step how to practice it
well.

Theology and Ethics in Paul and His Interpreters - Eugene H. Lovering
- 2017-09-12
This significant volume draws together an exceptional list of contributors to
honor the life and work of Victor Paul Furnish. Doing credit to the focus and
character of Furnish’s career as a scholar, educator, and churchman, the
individual essays, and the volume as a whole, have been written in a way
that renders them accessible to seminary students in the classroom and that
builds substantially on Furnish’s own work. The book is structured in three
parts: (1) Theology and Ethics in Paul (focusing on individual Pauline texts
and on the broader themes, foundations, and context of Paul’s theological
and ethical thought); (2) Theology and Ethics in Paul’s Earliest Interpreters
(both in the NT and in the church which came to accept Paul’s letters as
canonical); and (3) Paul in Contemporary Theology and Ethics (engaging
Furnish’s own work as well as that of his colleagues and students in the
area of Pauline theology and ethics).

A Guide to Theological Reflection - Jim Wilson - 2020-02-04
Feedback and evaluation, both of oneself and by others, are the lifeblood of
a successful ministry experience. In A Guide to Theological Reflection,
experienced practical ministry professors Jim Wilson and Earl Waggoner
introduce the processes and tools of theological reflection for ministry.
Effective evaluation includes critique and potential course correction for the
honest and willing minister, as well as positive affirmation of how one's
desires influence good ministry decisions. A Guide to Theological Reflection
introduces tools by which a minister can interact with his or her own
thoughts, beliefs, and feelings; external feedback, such as that of a ministry
supervisor; and Scripture to inform deep and transformative theological
reflection. Designed as a textbook for practical ministry courses and
theological field education, A Guide to Theological Reflection can also be
used in ministry contexts. It provides guidance for students, ministers-intraining, mentors, and advisors, laying a theoretical foundation for
theological reflection and demonstrating step-by-step how to practice it
well.

Theology and Ethics in Paul and His Interpreters - Eugene H. Lovering
- 2017-09-12
This significant volume draws together an exceptional list of contributors to
honor the life and work of Victor Paul Furnish. Doing credit to the focus and
character of Furnish’s career as a scholar, educator, and churchman, the
individual essays, and the volume as a whole, have been written in a way
that renders them accessible to seminary students in the classroom and that
builds substantially on Furnish’s own work. The book is structured in three
parts: (1) Theology and Ethics in Paul (focusing on individual Pauline texts
and on the broader themes, foundations, and context of Paul’s theological
and ethical thought); (2) Theology and Ethics in Paul’s Earliest Interpreters
(both in the NT and in the church which came to accept Paul’s letters as
canonical); and (3) Paul in Contemporary Theology and Ethics (engaging
Furnish’s own work as well as that of his colleagues and students in the
area of Pauline theology and ethics).

Paul and the Gift - John M. G. Barclay - 2017-09-11
John Barclay explores Pauline theology anew from the perspective of grace.
Arguing that Paul's theology of grace is best approached in light of ancient
notions of "gift," Barclay describes Paul's relationship to Judaism in a fresh
way. Barclay focuses on divine gift-giving, which for Paul, he says, is
focused and fulfilled in the gift of Christ. He both offers a new appraisal of
Paul's theology of the Christ-event as gift as it comes to expression in
Galatians and Romans and presents a nuanced and detailed consideration of
the history of reception of Paul, including Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and
Barth.

Studies in the New Perspective on Paul - Don Garlington - 2008-06-15
This collection of essays follows upon its predecessor, originally entitled In
Defense of the New Perspective on Paul: Essays and Reviews (Wipf and
Stock, 2005). This second edition differs from the first in that five new
chapters have been added and one review article has been deleted. The
change of the main title to Studies in the New Perspective on Paul is due to
the conviction that the "New Perspective on Paul" actually represents a
return to the original context in which Paul proclaimed the gospel of Christ.
Therefore, it is not something to be "defended," but propounded in the most
positive terms possible.

Paul and the Gift - John M. G. Barclay - 2017-09-11
John Barclay explores Pauline theology anew from the perspective of grace.
Arguing that Paul's theology of grace is best approached in light of ancient
notions of "gift," Barclay describes Paul's relationship to Judaism in a fresh
way. Barclay focuses on divine gift-giving, which for Paul, he says, is
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this new view of grace.
This collection of essays follows upon its predecessor, originally entitled In
Defense of the New Perspective on Paul: Essays and Reviews (Wipf and
Stock, 2005). This second edition differs from the first in that five new
chapters have been added and one review article has been deleted. The
change of the main title to Studies in the New Perspective on Paul is due to
the conviction that the "New Perspective on Paul" actually represents a
return to the original context in which Paul proclaimed the gospel of Christ.
Therefore, it is not something to be "defended," but propounded in the most
positive terms possible.

Studies in the New Perspective on Paul - Don Garlington - 2008-06-15
Paul Perceived - Karl Olav Sandnes - 2018-09-25
An epicenter in present-day Pauline scholarship is the issue of the Law. The
interpretation of this contentious issue started before Paul's letters and
found its way into them by his citing how others perceived of his theology,
and in Paul rendering rumors and criticism, and also interacting with them.
To this reception-oriented perspective belong also punitive actions taken
against Paul by synagogues. As a reception of Paul, Acts is included, leaving
a more complex picture than argued by advocates of Paul within Judaism.
Thus Karl Olav Sandnes uncovers the first interpretation or reception of
Paul's view on Torah. It is limited in its scope, but provides a critical and
necessary view on common trends in Pauline scholarship. Paul's
decentering of the Torah was considered endangering for morality, for Jews
and Gentiles alike. Perceptions of Paul's theology must be accounted for in
Pauline studies.

In Defense of the New Perspective on Paul - Don Garlington 2005-01-25
The following book is comprised of a series of essays and reviews that have
been produced over the past several years, all related, in one way or the
other, to the New Perspective on Paul (NPP). This "defense" of the NPP
takes the form of a combination of exegesis and extended book reviews. In
endeavoring to "defend" the NPP, the eight chapters of this book contain a
common thread, namely, that the movement generically bearing this
moniker is not inimical to most historical/traditional systems of soteriology.
Yet because of the rather volatile reaction of many, the volume seeks to
redress the balance in favor of a more tempered approach to a highly
controversial topic.

Paul Perceived - Karl Olav Sandnes - 2018-09-25
An epicenter in present-day Pauline scholarship is the issue of the Law. The
interpretation of this contentious issue started before Paul's letters and
found its way into them by his citing how others perceived of his theology,
and in Paul rendering rumors and criticism, and also interacting with them.
To this reception-oriented perspective belong also punitive actions taken
against Paul by synagogues. As a reception of Paul, Acts is included, leaving
a more complex picture than argued by advocates of Paul within Judaism.
Thus Karl Olav Sandnes uncovers the first interpretation or reception of
Paul's view on Torah. It is limited in its scope, but provides a critical and
necessary view on common trends in Pauline scholarship. Paul's
decentering of the Torah was considered endangering for morality, for Jews
and Gentiles alike. Perceptions of Paul's theology must be accounted for in
Pauline studies.

In Defense of the New Perspective on Paul - Don Garlington 2005-01-25
The following book is comprised of a series of essays and reviews that have
been produced over the past several years, all related, in one way or the
other, to the New Perspective on Paul (NPP). This "defense" of the NPP
takes the form of a combination of exegesis and extended book reviews. In
endeavoring to "defend" the NPP, the eight chapters of this book contain a
common thread, namely, that the movement generically bearing this
moniker is not inimical to most historical/traditional systems of soteriology.
Yet because of the rather volatile reaction of many, the volume seeks to
redress the balance in favor of a more tempered approach to a highly
controversial topic.

Moral Formation according to Paul - James W. Thompson - 2011-10-01
This fresh treatment of Paul's ethics addresses this question: how,
according to Paul, can Christian communities know how God wants them to
live? Leading biblical scholar James Thompson explains that Paul offers a
coherent moral vision based not only on the story of Christ but also on the
norms of the law. Paul did not live with a sharp dichotomy of law and gospel
and recognized the continuing importance of the law. Thompson makes a
distinctive contribution by locating the roots of Paul's concrete ethical
thought in Hellenistic Judaism rather than Hellenistic moral philosophy.
Students of New Testament ethics and Pauline theology will value this work.

Cruciformity - Michael J. Gorman - 2001-07-17
Most studies of Paul concentrate solely on his theology. This book breaks
new ground by focusing on the source and nature of Paul's spirituality.
Taking his cue from Paul's express desire to "know nothing but Christ
crucified," Michael Gorman shows how Paul's personal experience of God
constantly intersects with the story of the cross, an event that both reveals
the cruciform character of God and shapes believers into a community of
"cruciformity" (conformity to the crucified Christ). Expertly combining
biblical studies and theological reflection, this noteworthy volume presents
a model of the Christian life marked by faith, love, power, and hope.

Moral Formation according to Paul - James W. Thompson - 2011-10-01
This fresh treatment of Paul's ethics addresses this question: how,
according to Paul, can Christian communities know how God wants them to
live? Leading biblical scholar James Thompson explains that Paul offers a
coherent moral vision based not only on the story of Christ but also on the
norms of the law. Paul did not live with a sharp dichotomy of law and gospel
and recognized the continuing importance of the law. Thompson makes a
distinctive contribution by locating the roots of Paul's concrete ethical
thought in Hellenistic Judaism rather than Hellenistic moral philosophy.
Students of New Testament ethics and Pauline theology will value this work.

Cruciformity - Michael J. Gorman - 2001-07-17
Most studies of Paul concentrate solely on his theology. This book breaks
new ground by focusing on the source and nature of Paul's spirituality.
Taking his cue from Paul's express desire to "know nothing but Christ
crucified," Michael Gorman shows how Paul's personal experience of God
constantly intersects with the story of the cross, an event that both reveals
the cruciform character of God and shapes believers into a community of
"cruciformity" (conformity to the crucified Christ). Expertly combining
biblical studies and theological reflection, this noteworthy volume presents
a model of the Christian life marked by faith, love, power, and hope.

Heralds and Community - Bo Young Kang - 2016-08-30
This book is part of the ongoing debate about Paul’s understanding of the
relationship between his own mission and the church’s. While this study
endorses some previous scholarship on Paul’s silence about the church’s
proactive evangelism in his letters, it argues that explanations for such
silence cannot be adequately made from exegetical conclusions on related
texts alone. Rather, this study suggests that constructing a plausible
conception of mission as understood by Paul, influenced by the impact of
the Jesus-tradition and Jewish restoration eschatology, is essential for
explaining Paul’s thinking. Dr Kang proposes that Paul’s silence regarding
congregational evangelism is due to his unique two-pronged conception of
mission – one being the event of eschatological heralds, the other being the
event of eschatological community.

Paul and the Power of Grace - John M G Barclay - 2020-11-10
Paul and the Gift changed the landscape of Pauline studies forever upon its
publication in 2015. In it, John Barclay led readers through a
recontextualized analysis of grace and interrogated Paul's original meaning
in declaring it a "free gift" from God, revealing grace as a multifaceted
concept that is socially radical and unconditioned--even if not unconditional.
Paul and the Power of Grace offers all of the most significant contributions
from Paul and the Gift in a package several hundred pages lighter and more
accessible. Additionally, Barclay adds further analysis of the theme of gift
and grace in Paul's other letters and explores contemporary implications for
this new view of grace.

Heralds and Community - Bo Young Kang - 2016-08-30
This book is part of the ongoing debate about Paul’s understanding of the
relationship between his own mission and the church’s. While this study
endorses some previous scholarship on Paul’s silence about the church’s
proactive evangelism in his letters, it argues that explanations for such
silence cannot be adequately made from exegetical conclusions on related
texts alone. Rather, this study suggests that constructing a plausible
conception of mission as understood by Paul, influenced by the impact of
the Jesus-tradition and Jewish restoration eschatology, is essential for
explaining Paul’s thinking. Dr Kang proposes that Paul’s silence regarding
congregational evangelism is due to his unique two-pronged conception of
mission – one being the event of eschatological heralds, the other being the
event of eschatological community.

Paul and the Power of Grace - John M G Barclay - 2020-11-10
Paul and the Gift changed the landscape of Pauline studies forever upon its
publication in 2015. In it, John Barclay led readers through a
recontextualized analysis of grace and interrogated Paul's original meaning
in declaring it a "free gift" from God, revealing grace as a multifaceted
concept that is socially radical and unconditioned--even if not unconditional.
Paul and the Power of Grace offers all of the most significant contributions
from Paul and the Gift in a package several hundred pages lighter and more
accessible. Additionally, Barclay adds further analysis of the theme of gift
and grace in Paul's other letters and explores contemporary implications for
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studies. In-depth articles focus on individual theological themes (such as
The argument of this book is two-fold: the target of the argument of
Colossians is a Judaism dismissive of the Gentile Colossian Christians and
the recognition of that fact casts new light on the moral material of the
letter and its integration into the argument of the epistle as a whole.Several
arguments are made in support of these claims. Significant parallels
between Colossians and Galatians suggest similar concerns in both letters
relating to Israel's identity as the people of God and how that relates to the
Gentile believers are to live. The writers of Colossians, while sharing a
similar Jewish perspective with the Colossian philosophers on the
relationship between identity and way of life, admonish the Gentile
Christians to live in a way consistent with who they are. Nevertheless Paul
and Timothy differ with the philosophers as to what constitutes the identity
of the Colossian Gentiles as the people of God. In addition to the parallels
drawn further themes are present in Colossians which strongly suggest the
Jewish character of the philosophy: wisdom, election, and death of Christ as
the final return from exile. The apocalyptic background of 3.1-6, the Jewish
moral concerns of the ethical lists (3.5-17), and the christological
orientation of the Haustafel, bolster the claim that the target of Colossians
is Jewish in character and the moral material is integral to the argument.

Sharing in the Inheritance - Allan R. Bevere - 2003-03-01
law, resurrection and Son of God), broad theological topics (such as
Christology, eschatology and the death of Christ), methods of interpretation
(such as rhetorical criticism and social-scientific approaches), background
topics (such as apocalypticism, Hellenism and Qumran) and various other
subjects specifically related to the scholarly study of Pauline theology and
literature (such as early catholicism, the centre of Paul's theology, and Paul
and his interpreters since F. C. Baur). Separate articles are also devoted to
each of the Pauline letters, to hermeneutics and to preaching Paul today.
The 'Dictionary of Paul and His Letters' takes its place alongside the
'Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels' in presenting the fruit of evangelical
New Testament scholarship at the end of the twentieth century - committed
to the authority of Scripture, utilising the best of critical methods, and
maintaining dialogue with contemporary scholarship and challenges facing
the church.
Dictionary of Paul and his letters - GERALD F HAWTHORNE 2020-05-21
The 'Dictionary of Paul and his letters' is a one-of-a-kind reference work.
Following the format of its highly successful companion volume, the
'Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels', this Dictionary is designed to bring
students, teachers, ministers and laypeople abreast of the established
conclusions and significant recent developments in Pauline scholarship. No
other single reference work presents as much information focused
exclusively on Pauline theology, literature, background and scholarship. In a
field that recently has undergone significant shifts in perspective, the
'Dictionary of Paul and His Letters' offers a summa of Paul and Pauline
studies. In-depth articles focus on individual theological themes (such as
law, resurrection and Son of God), broad theological topics (such as
Christology, eschatology and the death of Christ), methods of interpretation
(such as rhetorical criticism and social-scientific approaches), background
topics (such as apocalypticism, Hellenism and Qumran) and various other
subjects specifically related to the scholarly study of Pauline theology and
literature (such as early catholicism, the centre of Paul's theology, and Paul
and his interpreters since F. C. Baur). Separate articles are also devoted to
each of the Pauline letters, to hermeneutics and to preaching Paul today.
The 'Dictionary of Paul and His Letters' takes its place alongside the
'Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels' in presenting the fruit of evangelical
New Testament scholarship at the end of the twentieth century - committed
to the authority of Scripture, utilising the best of critical methods, and
maintaining dialogue with contemporary scholarship and challenges facing
the church.

Sharing in the Inheritance - Allan R. Bevere - 2003-03-01
The argument of this book is two-fold: the target of the argument of
Colossians is a Judaism dismissive of the Gentile Colossian Christians and
the recognition of that fact casts new light on the moral material of the
letter and its integration into the argument of the epistle as a whole.Several
arguments are made in support of these claims. Significant parallels
between Colossians and Galatians suggest similar concerns in both letters
relating to Israel's identity as the people of God and how that relates to the
Gentile believers are to live. The writers of Colossians, while sharing a
similar Jewish perspective with the Colossian philosophers on the
relationship between identity and way of life, admonish the Gentile
Christians to live in a way consistent with who they are. Nevertheless Paul
and Timothy differ with the philosophers as to what constitutes the identity
of the Colossian Gentiles as the people of God. In addition to the parallels
drawn further themes are present in Colossians which strongly suggest the
Jewish character of the philosophy: wisdom, election, and death of Christ as
the final return from exile. The apocalyptic background of 3.1-6, the Jewish
moral concerns of the ethical lists (3.5-17), and the christological
orientation of the Haustafel, bolster the claim that the target of Colossians
is Jewish in character and the moral material is integral to the argument.
Gospel in Paul - L. Ann Jervis - 1994-10-01
This Festschrift in honour of Richard N. Longenecker (author of Paul,
Apostle of Liberty, The Christology of Early Jewish Christianity, The
Ministry and Message of Paul, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, 'The
Acts of the Apostles' in The Expositor's Bible Commentary, New Testament
Social Ethics for Today, and Galatians, Word Biblical Commentary) is
centered on the theme of 'gospel' in Paul. Notable Pauline scholars discuss
'gospel' from five different perspectives: the historical, the theological, the
hermeneutical, the rhetorical and the epistolary; each author discusses one
of these five perspectives within one part of Paul's correspondence: (1)
Gospel in Romans (2) Gospel in Galatians and (3) Gospel in the Corinthian
letters. The volume promotes discussion both on methods of reading Paul's
letters and on important historical, theological and hermenutical issues.

Colossians & Philemon - Allan R Bevere - 2016-07-13
Christology and ethics. Is it possible for letters written in the first century to
still impact people living in the 21st century? Dr. Allan Bevere, pastor and
professor, husband and grandfather, believes Pauls words are not only
relevant to our century but timely to the world we are currently struggling
to live and influence while still being known as aliens. "The Christians in
Colossae are encouraged to look heavenward, not to escape this world, but
rather to put this world in heavenly context, to seek the things above is not
an escape from earthly realities, but rather the things above puts earthly
things in their divine context." - Dr. Allan Bevere
Colossians & Philemon - Allan R Bevere - 2016-07-13
Christology and ethics. Is it possible for letters written in the first century to
still impact people living in the 21st century? Dr. Allan Bevere, pastor and
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relevant to our century but timely to the world we are currently struggling
to live and influence while still being known as aliens. "The Christians in
Colossae are encouraged to look heavenward, not to escape this world, but
rather to put this world in heavenly context, to seek the things above is not
an escape from earthly realities, but rather the things above puts earthly
things in their divine context." - Dr. Allan Bevere

Gospel in Paul - L. Ann Jervis - 1994-10-01
This Festschrift in honour of Richard N. Longenecker (author of Paul,
Apostle of Liberty, The Christology of Early Jewish Christianity, The
Ministry and Message of Paul, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, 'The
Acts of the Apostles' in The Expositor's Bible Commentary, New Testament
Social Ethics for Today, and Galatians, Word Biblical Commentary) is
centered on the theme of 'gospel' in Paul. Notable Pauline scholars discuss
'gospel' from five different perspectives: the historical, the theological, the
hermeneutical, the rhetorical and the epistolary; each author discusses one
of these five perspectives within one part of Paul's correspondence: (1)
Gospel in Romans (2) Gospel in Galatians and (3) Gospel in the Corinthian
letters. The volume promotes discussion both on methods of reading Paul's
letters and on important historical, theological and hermenutical issues.

Recovering Paul's Mother Tounge - Susan G. Eastman - 2007-08-28
Paul??'s letter to the Galatians begins with a proclamation of deliverance
from the present evil age and comes to a climax with the ringing cry ???new
creation!??? The letter moves from the Galatian believers??? new identity in
Christ to the implications of that identity for their life together. Susan
Eastman here argues that Galatians 4: 12???5: 1 plays a key role in this
movement: it displays the power of God??'s act in Christ, apart from the
law, not only to generate the Galatians??? new life in Christ but also to
perfect it. Paul communicates to his converts the motivation and power
necessary to move them from their ambivalence about his gospel to a faith
that ???stands fast??? in its allegiance to Christ alone. Eastman argues that
the medium and the message are inseparable. Paul??'s discourse or
???mother tongue??? ? packed with maternal images, vulnerable yet
authoritative, and marked by personal suffering ? demonstrates the content
of the good news.

Dictionary of Paul and his letters - GERALD F HAWTHORNE 2020-05-21
The 'Dictionary of Paul and his letters' is a one-of-a-kind reference work.
Following the format of its highly successful companion volume, the
'Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels', this Dictionary is designed to bring
students, teachers, ministers and laypeople abreast of the established
conclusions and significant recent developments in Pauline scholarship. No
other single reference work presents as much information focused
exclusively on Pauline theology, literature, background and scholarship. In a
field that recently has undergone significant shifts in perspective, the
'Dictionary of Paul and His Letters' offers a summa of Paul and Pauline
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The Galatians Commentary Collection - Scot McKnight - 2017-01-31
Paul??'s letter to the Galatians begins with a proclamation of deliverance
from the present evil age and comes to a climax with the ringing cry ???new
creation!??? The letter moves from the Galatian believers??? new identity in
Christ to the implications of that identity for their life together. Susan
Eastman here argues that Galatians 4: 12???5: 1 plays a key role in this
movement: it displays the power of God??'s act in Christ, apart from the
law, not only to generate the Galatians??? new life in Christ but also to
perfect it. Paul communicates to his converts the motivation and power
necessary to move them from their ambivalence about his gospel to a faith
that ???stands fast??? in its allegiance to Christ alone. Eastman argues that
the medium and the message are inseparable. Paul??'s discourse or
???mother tongue??? ? packed with maternal images, vulnerable yet
authoritative, and marked by personal suffering ? demonstrates the content
of the good news.

Recovering Paul's Mother Tounge - Susan G. Eastman - 2007-08-28
This all-in-one commentary bundle on the book of Galatians features
volumes from the NIV Application Commentary Series, Zondervan
Exegetical Commentary Series, and Expositor's Bible Commentary Series.
Each volume provides new and unique insights from leading biblical
scholars Scot McKnight, Thomas Schreiner, and Robert Rapa. The unique
features from each volume along with the diverse insights provided by the
authors gives you all the tools you need to study and master the book of
Galatians.
A Theology of Paul and His Letters - Douglas J. Moo - 2021-10-26
A landmark study of the apostle's writings by one of the world's leading
Pauline scholars This highly anticipated volume gives pastors, scholars, and
all serious students of the New Testament exactly what they need for indepth study and engagement with one of Christian history's most formative
thinkers and writers. A Theology of Paul and His Letters is a landmark study
of the apostle's writings by one of the world's leading Pauline scholars
Douglas J. Moo. Fifteen years in the making, this groundbreaking work is
organized into three major sections: Part 1 provides an overview of the
issues involved in doing biblical theology in general and a Pauline theology
in particular. Here Moo also sets out the methodological issues, formative
influences, and conceptual categories of Paul's thought. Part 2 moves on to
Paul's New Testament writings, where Moo describes each Pauline letter
with particular relevance to its theology. Part 3 offers a masterful synthesis
of Paul’s theology under the overarching theme of the gift of the new realm
in Christ. Engaging, insightful, and wise, this substantive, evangelical
treatment of Paul's theology offers extensive engagement with the latest
Pauline scholarship without sacrificing its readability. This volume brings
insights from over thirty years of experience studying, teaching, and writing
about Paul into one comprehensive guide that will serve readers as a go-to
resource for decades to come. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Biblical Theology
of the New Testament (BTNT) series provides upper college and seminarylevel textbooks for students of New Testament theology, interpretation, and
exegesis. Pastors and discerning theology readers alike will also benefit
from this series. Written at the highest level of academic excellence by
recognized experts in the field, the BTNT series not only offers a
comprehensive exploration of the theology of every book of the New
Testament, including introductory issues and major themes, but also shows
how each book relates to the broad picture of New Testament Theology.

Paul and the Stories of Israel - A. Andrew Das - 2016-06-01
Much recent scholarship on Paul has searched for implicit narratives behind
Paul’s scriptural allusions, especially in the wake of Richard B. Hays’s
groundbreaking work on the apostle’s appropriation of Scripture. A. Andrew
Das reviews six proposals for “grand thematic narratives” behind the logic
of Galatians—potentially, six explanations for the fabric of Paul’s theology:
the covenant (N. T. Wright); the influx of nations to Zion (Terence
Donaldson); Isaac’s near sacrifice (Scott Hahn, Alan Segal); the Spirit as
cloud in the wilderness (William Wilder); the Exodus (James Scott, Sylvia
Keesmaat); and the imperial cult (Bruce Winter et al.). Das weighs each of
these proposals exegetically and finds them wanting—more examples of
what Samuel Sandmel famously labeled “parallelomania” than of sound
exegetical method. He turns at last to reflect on the risks of (admittedly
alluring) totalizing methods and lifts up a seventh proposal with greater
claim to evidence in the text of Galatians: Paul’s allusions to Isaiah’s servant
passages.
Paul and the Stories of Israel - A. Andrew Das - 2016-06-01
Much recent scholarship on Paul has searched for implicit narratives behind
Paul’s scriptural allusions, especially in the wake of Richard B. Hays’s
groundbreaking work on the apostle’s appropriation of Scripture. A. Andrew
Das reviews six proposals for “grand thematic narratives” behind the logic
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the covenant (N. T. Wright); the influx of nations to Zion (Terence
Donaldson); Isaac’s near sacrifice (Scott Hahn, Alan Segal); the Spirit as
cloud in the wilderness (William Wilder); the Exodus (James Scott, Sylvia
Keesmaat); and the imperial cult (Bruce Winter et al.). Das weighs each of
these proposals exegetically and finds them wanting—more examples of
what Samuel Sandmel famously labeled “parallelomania” than of sound
exegetical method. He turns at last to reflect on the risks of (admittedly
alluring) totalizing methods and lifts up a seventh proposal with greater
claim to evidence in the text of Galatians: Paul’s allusions to Isaiah’s servant
passages.

A Theology of Paul and His Letters - Douglas J. Moo - 2021-10-26
A landmark study of the apostle's writings by one of the world's leading
Pauline scholars This highly anticipated volume gives pastors, scholars, and
all serious students of the New Testament exactly what they need for indepth study and engagement with one of Christian history's most formative
thinkers and writers. A Theology of Paul and His Letters is a landmark study
of the apostle's writings by one of the world's leading Pauline scholars
Douglas J. Moo. Fifteen years in the making, this groundbreaking work is
organized into three major sections: Part 1 provides an overview of the
issues involved in doing biblical theology in general and a Pauline theology
in particular. Here Moo also sets out the methodological issues, formative
influences, and conceptual categories of Paul's thought. Part 2 moves on to
Paul's New Testament writings, where Moo describes each Pauline letter
with particular relevance to its theology. Part 3 offers a masterful synthesis
of Paul’s theology under the overarching theme of the gift of the new realm
in Christ. Engaging, insightful, and wise, this substantive, evangelical
treatment of Paul's theology offers extensive engagement with the latest
Pauline scholarship without sacrificing its readability. This volume brings
insights from over thirty years of experience studying, teaching, and writing
about Paul into one comprehensive guide that will serve readers as a go-to
resource for decades to come. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Biblical Theology
of the New Testament (BTNT) series provides upper college and seminarylevel textbooks for students of New Testament theology, interpretation, and
exegesis. Pastors and discerning theology readers alike will also benefit
from this series. Written at the highest level of academic excellence by
recognized experts in the field, the BTNT series not only offers a
comprehensive exploration of the theology of every book of the New
Testament, including introductory issues and major themes, but also shows
how each book relates to the broad picture of New Testament Theology.

Perspectives on Paul - Scot McKnight - 2020-10-27
This five-views work brings together an all-star lineup of Pauline scholars to
offer a constructive, interdenominational, up-to-date conversation on key
issues of Pauline theology. The editors begin with an informative recent
history of biblical tradition related to the perspectives on Paul. John M. G.
Barclay, A. Andrew Das, James D. G. Dunn, Brant Pitre, and Magnus
Zetterholm then discuss how to interpret Paul's writings and theology,
especially the apostle's view of salvation. The book concludes with an
assessment of the perspectives from a pastoral point of view by Dennis R.
Edwards.
Perspectives on Paul - Scot McKnight - 2020-10-27
This five-views work brings together an all-star lineup of Pauline scholars to
offer a constructive, interdenominational, up-to-date conversation on key
issues of Pauline theology. The editors begin with an informative recent
history of biblical tradition related to the perspectives on Paul. John M. G.
Barclay, A. Andrew Das, James D. G. Dunn, Brant Pitre, and Magnus
Zetterholm then discuss how to interpret Paul's writings and theology,
especially the apostle's view of salvation. The book concludes with an
assessment of the perspectives from a pastoral point of view by Dennis R.
Edwards.

Paul, a New Covenant Jew - Brant Pitre - 2019-08-08
After the landmark work of E. P. Sanders, the task of rightly accounting for
Paul's relationship to Judaism has dominated the last forty years of Pauline
scholarship. Pitre, Barber, and Kincaid argue that Paul is best viewed as a
new covenant Jew, a designation that allows the apostle to be fully Jewish,
yet in a manner centered on the person and work of Jesus the Messiah. This
new covenant Judaism provides the key that unlocks the door to many of the
difficult aspects of Pauline theology. Paul, a New Covenant Jew is a
rigorous, yet accessible overview of Pauline theology intended for
ecumenical audiences. In particular, it aims to be the most useful and up to
date text on Paul for Catholic Seminarians. The book engages the best

The Galatians Commentary Collection - Scot McKnight - 2017-01-31
This all-in-one commentary bundle on the book of Galatians features
volumes from the NIV Application Commentary Series, Zondervan
Exegetical Commentary Series, and Expositor's Bible Commentary Series.
Each volume provides new and unique insights from leading biblical
scholars Scot McKnight, Thomas Schreiner, and Robert Rapa. The unique
features from each volume along with the diverse insights provided by the
authors gives you all the tools you need to study and master the book of
Galatians.
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interpretations of Paul. With a clear head and winsome sense of humor,
and serves as a launching point for ongoing Protestant-Catholic dialogue.

recent scholarship on Paul from both Protestant and Catholic interpreters
Stephen Westerholm compares the traditional understanding of Paul to
more recent readings, drawing on the writings of key figures in the debate
both past and present. Westerholm first offers a detailed portrait of the
"Lutheran" Paul, including the way such theologians as Augustine, Luther,
Calvin, and Wesley have traditionally interpreted "justification by faith" to
mean that God declares sinners "righteous" by his grace apart from
"works." Westerholm then explores how Paul has fared in the twentieth
century, in which "New Perspective" readings of Paul see him teaching that
Gentiles need not become Jews or observe Jewish law to be God's people.
The final section of the book looks anew at disputed areas of Paul's
theological language and offers compelling discussion on the place of both
justification by faith and Mosaic law in divine redemption.

Paul, a New Covenant Jew - Brant Pitre - 2019-08-08
After the landmark work of E. P. Sanders, the task of rightly accounting for
Paul's relationship to Judaism has dominated the last forty years of Pauline
scholarship. Pitre, Barber, and Kincaid argue that Paul is best viewed as a
new covenant Jew, a designation that allows the apostle to be fully Jewish,
yet in a manner centered on the person and work of Jesus the Messiah. This
new covenant Judaism provides the key that unlocks the door to many of the
difficult aspects of Pauline theology. Paul, a New Covenant Jew is a
rigorous, yet accessible overview of Pauline theology intended for
ecumenical audiences. In particular, it aims to be the most useful and up to
date text on Paul for Catholic Seminarians. The book engages the best
recent scholarship on Paul from both Protestant and Catholic interpreters
and serves as a launching point for ongoing Protestant-Catholic dialogue.

Perspectives Old and New on Paul - Stephen Westerholm - 2004
Here, finally, is a much-needed review and analysis of the divergent
interpretations of Paul. With a clear head and winsome sense of humor,
Stephen Westerholm compares the traditional understanding of Paul to
more recent readings, drawing on the writings of key figures in the debate
both past and present. Westerholm first offers a detailed portrait of the
"Lutheran" Paul, including the way such theologians as Augustine, Luther,
Calvin, and Wesley have traditionally interpreted "justification by faith" to
mean that God declares sinners "righteous" by his grace apart from
"works." Westerholm then explores how Paul has fared in the twentieth
century, in which "New Perspective" readings of Paul see him teaching that
Gentiles need not become Jews or observe Jewish law to be God's people.
The final section of the book looks anew at disputed areas of Paul's
theological language and offers compelling discussion on the place of both
justification by faith and Mosaic law in divine redemption.

Christosis - Blackwell - 2016-10-06
Amid increasing interaction between Eastern and Western theologians,
several recent biblical interpreters have characterized Paul's soteriology as
theosis, or deification, harking back to patristic interpretations of Paul. In
this book Ben C. Blackwell critically evaluates that interpretation as he
explores the anthropological dimension of Paul's soteriology. Blackwell first
examines two major Greek patristic interpreters of Paul -- Irenaeus and
Cyril of Alexandria -- to clarify what deification entails and to determine
which Pauline texts they used to support their soteriological constructions.
The book then focuses on Paul's soteriology expressed in Romans 8 and 2
Corinthians 3-5 (with excursuses on other passages) and explores how
believers embody Christ's death and life, his suffering and glory, through
the Spirit. Blackwell concludes by comparing the patristic view of
deification with Paul's soteriology arising from the biblical texts, noting both
substantial overlap and key differences.

Rediscovering Paul - E. Randolph Richards - 2017-11-21
For some of us, the apostle Paul is intimidating, prickly, and unpredictable.
But maybe it's time to get to know Paul on his own terms. Drawing on the
best of contemporary scholarship, and with language shaped by
conversations with today's students, this expanded edition of Rediscovering
Paul gives fresh consideration to Paul’s conversion, call, and his ongoing
impact on church and culture.

Christosis - Blackwell - 2016-10-06
Amid increasing interaction between Eastern and Western theologians,
several recent biblical interpreters have characterized Paul's soteriology as
theosis, or deification, harking back to patristic interpretations of Paul. In
this book Ben C. Blackwell critically evaluates that interpretation as he
explores the anthropological dimension of Paul's soteriology. Blackwell first
examines two major Greek patristic interpreters of Paul -- Irenaeus and
Cyril of Alexandria -- to clarify what deification entails and to determine
which Pauline texts they used to support their soteriological constructions.
The book then focuses on Paul's soteriology expressed in Romans 8 and 2
Corinthians 3-5 (with excursuses on other passages) and explores how
believers embody Christ's death and life, his suffering and glory, through
the Spirit. Blackwell concludes by comparing the patristic view of
deification with Paul's soteriology arising from the biblical texts, noting both
substantial overlap and key differences.

Rediscovering Paul - E. Randolph Richards - 2017-11-21
For some of us, the apostle Paul is intimidating, prickly, and unpredictable.
But maybe it's time to get to know Paul on his own terms. Drawing on the
best of contemporary scholarship, and with language shaped by
conversations with today's students, this expanded edition of Rediscovering
Paul gives fresh consideration to Paul’s conversion, call, and his ongoing
impact on church and culture.
Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible - David Noel Freedman - 2000-12-31
The Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible gathers nearly 5,000 alphabetically
ordered articles that thoroughly yet clearly explain all the books, persons,
places, and significant terms found in the Bible. The Dictionary also
explores the background of each biblical book and related writings and
discusses cultural, natural, geographical, and literary phenomenae matters
that Bible students at all levels may encounter in reading or discussion.
Nearly 600 first-rate Bible authorities have contributed to the Eerdmans
Dictionary of the Bible. Intended as a tool for practical Bible use, this
illustrated dictionary reflects recent archaeological discoveries and the
breadth of current biblical scholarship, including insights from critical
analysis of literary, historical, sociological, and other methodological issues.
The editorial team has also incorporated articles that explore and interpret
important focuses of biblical theology, text and transmission, Near Eastern
archaeology, extrabiblical writings, and pertinent ecclesiastical traditions all of which help make the Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible the most
comprehensive and up-to-date one-volume Bible dictionary on the market
today.

Isaiah's Servant in Paul - Daniel M. I. Cole - 2021-07-02
Several early Christians identify Isaiah's Servant of the Lord as Jesus; yet
Paul appears to connect the Servant with himself. In this study, Daniel Cole
examines the hermeneutical warrants and ethical implications of Paul's use
of texts within Isa. 49-54, arguing that this section constitutes a coherent
prophetic narrative in which God saves a new people from sin by the
Servant's death and subsequent work in his followers, the servants. While
several Second Temple works interpret elements of this prophecy with
differing conceptions of history, Paul sees Isaiah's Servant fulfilled in Jesus'
death and subsequent spiritual union with the apostle. The author thus
demonstrates that the coherent salvation history of the Servant prophecy
provides both the interpretive framework for Paul's reading of Isaiah and
the relational definitions for the imperatives that Paul places on himself and
others.
Isaiah's Servant in Paul - Daniel M. I. Cole - 2021-07-02
Several early Christians identify Isaiah's Servant of the Lord as Jesus; yet
Paul appears to connect the Servant with himself. In this study, Daniel Cole
examines the hermeneutical warrants and ethical implications of Paul's use
of texts within Isa. 49-54, arguing that this section constitutes a coherent
prophetic narrative in which God saves a new people from sin by the
Servant's death and subsequent work in his followers, the servants. While
several Second Temple works interpret elements of this prophecy with
differing conceptions of history, Paul sees Isaiah's Servant fulfilled in Jesus'
death and subsequent spiritual union with the apostle. The author thus
demonstrates that the coherent salvation history of the Servant prophecy
provides both the interpretive framework for Paul's reading of Isaiah and
the relational definitions for the imperatives that Paul places on himself and
others.

Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible - David Noel Freedman - 2000-12-31
The Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible gathers nearly 5,000 alphabetically
ordered articles that thoroughly yet clearly explain all the books, persons,
places, and significant terms found in the Bible. The Dictionary also
explores the background of each biblical book and related writings and
discusses cultural, natural, geographical, and literary phenomenae matters
that Bible students at all levels may encounter in reading or discussion.
Nearly 600 first-rate Bible authorities have contributed to the Eerdmans
Dictionary of the Bible. Intended as a tool for practical Bible use, this
illustrated dictionary reflects recent archaeological discoveries and the
breadth of current biblical scholarship, including insights from critical
analysis of literary, historical, sociological, and other methodological issues.
The editorial team has also incorporated articles that explore and interpret
important focuses of biblical theology, text and transmission, Near Eastern
archaeology, extrabiblical writings, and pertinent ecclesiastical traditions all of which help make the Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible the most

Perspectives Old and New on Paul - Stephen Westerholm - 2004
Here, finally, is a much-needed review and analysis of the divergent
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works of the law served to divide Jews from Christians and Christians from
today.

comprehensive and up-to-date one-volume Bible dictionary on the market
one other? Radically reframing the debate, Tatha Wiley's fresh approach
decisively shifts the Galatian question to focus on the social consequences
of Paul's bitter disagreement with the circumcision preachers and
specifically the implications of the dispute for Gentile women in the
community. Wiley maintains that Paul's argument of equality in Christ was
directed to and for the situation of women, whose newly won status was
jeopardized by the preaching of Paul's opponents. By looking at the issue of
circumcision from the angle of the Gentile women of Galatia, Wiley cuts to
the core concerns of the dispute: gender privilege, religious authority, and
the life-changing implications of Christian commitment.

The Saving Righteousness of God - Michael F. Bird - 2007-03-07
This book presents a series of studies on contentious aspects of Paul's
doctrine of justification including the meaning of righteousness, the
question of imputation, the role of resurrection in justification, an
evaluation of the New Perspective, the soteriological and ecclesiological
significance of justification, justification by faith with judgment according to
works, and debates over the orthodoxy of N. T. Wright. The burden of this
volume is to demonstrate that reformed and new readings of Paul are
indispensable to attaining a full understanding of Paul's soteriology. An
analysis of Galatians and Romans demonstrates that the covenantal and
forensic dimensions of justification go hand in glove. The vertical and
horizontal aspects need to be appropriately described and weighted in order
to provide a holistic rendering of justification in Paul's letters. According to
Paul, faith alone in Jesus Christ is the instrument of eschatological
vindication; and faith alone marks out the true people of God.

Paul and the Gentile Women - Tatha Wiley - 2005-03-30
For hundreds of years, Paul's letter to the Galatians has been a flashpoint of
controversy among Christians. Why did Paul write the letter, and what was
at issue in the controversy over Torah observance, particularly male
circumcision? Has the letter with its classic contrast of faith in Christ and
works of the law served to divide Jews from Christians and Christians from
one other? Radically reframing the debate, Tatha Wiley's fresh approach
decisively shifts the Galatian question to focus on the social consequences
of Paul's bitter disagreement with the circumcision preachers and
specifically the implications of the dispute for Gentile women in the
community. Wiley maintains that Paul's argument of equality in Christ was
directed to and for the situation of women, whose newly won status was
jeopardized by the preaching of Paul's opponents. By looking at the issue of
circumcision from the angle of the Gentile women of Galatia, Wiley cuts to
the core concerns of the dispute: gender privilege, religious authority, and
the life-changing implications of Christian commitment.

The Saving Righteousness of God - Michael F. Bird - 2007-03-07
This book presents a series of studies on contentious aspects of Paul's
doctrine of justification including the meaning of righteousness, the
question of imputation, the role of resurrection in justification, an
evaluation of the New Perspective, the soteriological and ecclesiological
significance of justification, justification by faith with judgment according to
works, and debates over the orthodoxy of N. T. Wright. The burden of this
volume is to demonstrate that reformed and new readings of Paul are
indispensable to attaining a full understanding of Paul's soteriology. An
analysis of Galatians and Romans demonstrates that the covenantal and
forensic dimensions of justification go hand in glove. The vertical and
horizontal aspects need to be appropriately described and weighted in order
to provide a holistic rendering of justification in Paul's letters. According to
Paul, faith alone in Jesus Christ is the instrument of eschatological
vindication; and faith alone marks out the true people of God.

Sola Scriptura in Asia - Yongbom Lee - 2018-11-09
The echo of Luther’s hammer resounds in Asia, five hundred years after the
Wittenberg controversy: the cross is a flashpoint in China; Korea seeks
ecclesiastical reform; the mystical union thrives in Laos; even Kant whispers
in old Batavia. The diversity of ideas and influences of the Reformation is as
broad and fascinating as the continent—resisting reduction to the
postcolonial movement and demonstrating an affinity with Protestant
foundations that somehow remains uniquely Asian. This volume brings
together the reflections of Christian academics from the continent to offer a
sample of the theological work that remains largely inaccessible to the
broader scholarly community, with contributions in the fields of theology,
biblical studies, philosophy, and Christian higher education. If the
quincentennial of the Reformation has revealed anything, it is the
inauguration of Asia as the locus of biblical and theological scholarship for
the next five hundred years.

The Theology of Paul the Apostle - James D. G. Dunn - 2006-05-17
Using Paul's letter to the Romans as the foundation for his monumental
study of Paul's theology, James D. G. Dunn describes Paul's teaching on
God, sin, humankind, Christology, salvation, the church, and the nature of
the Christian life.
The Theology of Paul the Apostle - James D. G. Dunn - 2006-05-17
Using Paul's letter to the Romans as the foundation for his monumental
study of Paul's theology, James D. G. Dunn describes Paul's teaching on
God, sin, humankind, Christology, salvation, the church, and the nature of
the Christian life.

Sola Scriptura in Asia - Yongbom Lee - 2018-11-09
The echo of Luther’s hammer resounds in Asia, five hundred years after the
Wittenberg controversy: the cross is a flashpoint in China; Korea seeks
ecclesiastical reform; the mystical union thrives in Laos; even Kant whispers
in old Batavia. The diversity of ideas and influences of the Reformation is as
broad and fascinating as the continent—resisting reduction to the
postcolonial movement and demonstrating an affinity with Protestant
foundations that somehow remains uniquely Asian. This volume brings
together the reflections of Christian academics from the continent to offer a
sample of the theological work that remains largely inaccessible to the
broader scholarly community, with contributions in the fields of theology,
biblical studies, philosophy, and Christian higher education. If the
quincentennial of the Reformation has revealed anything, it is the
inauguration of Asia as the locus of biblical and theological scholarship for
the next five hundred years.

The Apostle Paul and His Letters - Edwin D. Freed - 2014-12-05
'The Apostle Paul and His Letters' presents a detailed examination of the
apostle's seminal writings in the Book of Acts. Paul was writing primarily to
converts who had joined church communities only recently, mostly
forsaking either Judaism or paganism. Paul's emphases on faithfulness
toward God, the faithfulness of Jesus, and his moral teachings are always
primary themes. The book discusses a range of topics: the circumstances
that led Paul to write each letter; Paul's emphasis on the morality of the
believers to whom he was writing; the influence of Old Testament, Qumran,
and pagan writings on Paul's own; the intellectual and cultural context of
the time; and how careful attention to Paul's language can shed light on his
meaning. This book is written for a wide range of interested readers,
including students, pastors, church workers and others interested in
learning about Paul as a person and his work.

Paul and the Stoics - Troels Engberg-Pedersen - 2000-01-01
"Dr. Engberg-Pedersen shows how a range of problems encountered in
twentieth-century interpretation of three major Pauline letters (Philippians,
Galatians, Romans) may be overcome by reading the epistles in the light of
ancient Stoic ethics. He discusses literary, conceptual and theological
issues: for example, the unity and purpose of the letters; the relationship in
the letters between theology and ethics; the logical character and shape of
Pauline exhortation; the relationship in Paul between cognition and
participation; the meaning of righteousness from faith; Paul's handling of
the Jewish law. The author illuminates the central core of Paul's thought by
applying the Stoic perspective and argues that scholars must move beyond
the traditional Judaism/Hellenism divide to reach a comprehensive and
accurate reading of Paul's letters"--P. [4] of cover.
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toward God, the faithfulness of Jesus, and his moral teachings are always
primary themes. The book discusses a range of topics: the circumstances
that led Paul to write each letter; Paul's emphasis on the morality of the
believers to whom he was writing; the influence of Old Testament, Qumran,
and pagan writings on Paul's own; the intellectual and cultural context of
the time; and how careful attention to Paul's language can shed light on his
meaning. This book is written for a wide range of interested readers,
including students, pastors, church workers and others interested in
learning about Paul as a person and his work.

Paul and the Stoics - Troels Engberg-Pedersen - 2000-01-01
"Dr. Engberg-Pedersen shows how a range of problems encountered in
twentieth-century interpretation of three major Pauline letters (Philippians,
Galatians, Romans) may be overcome by reading the epistles in the light of
ancient Stoic ethics. He discusses literary, conceptual and theological
issues: for example, the unity and purpose of the letters; the relationship in

Paul and the Gentile Women - Tatha Wiley - 2005-03-30
For hundreds of years, Paul's letter to the Galatians has been a flashpoint of
controversy among Christians. Why did Paul write the letter, and what was
at issue in the controversy over Torah observance, particularly male
circumcision? Has the letter with its classic contrast of faith in Christ and
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